THE SACREBLEU DEFENSE

Much recorded in the endnotes to these papers was once widely-regarded fact. Both the wind and the
seas have ceased to circulate; there is little paper. However, “widely-regarded” is no longer a concept, so
I will record what was once granted. It is rumored that late in the last century or early in the current, war
money was allotted for a satelliteless device that appeared to be nothing more than a typewriter which
pressed its own keys. If you are a reader who recalls a player piano, it was as one of these devices—less
the crank. During rare periods these devices—named Parasonic Dicataphones—began to move and into
them rolled used paper, trash paper (to reduce the temptation to steal it, one supposed). Paper was scarce
already, but not as scare as it was to become. The Parasonic Dictaphones were placed in strange locations:
hospitals, prisons, retirement homes. They were at locus’ of death, I now theorize; I recall one was placed
under glass in a graveyard. At the top of the paper were the words: Cant the end. I never saw the keys
move and I never saw what I am to record happened happen, but a colleague of mine, a Miltonist, did.
As already noted, when the paper request received an answer and the dictation began, the paper moved
inward, concealing its contents.
To my knowledge, most Parasonic Dictaphones were removed quickly. I don’t know why and I won’t theo
rize. The mass removal began just before the Unnamed Event in which (to my knowledge) people did not
die, but dissolved. There were few known bodies, and no markers of common plague. Every entity is still
unclear to me. Following a rumor that the dictations contained advice for survival, I began to search these
devices out and found only a few left in streets and fields; they were filled with nothing but blank pages
until the following document I have titled “THE SACREBLEU DEFENSE” was discovered. I uncovered it at a
nexus in Paris, a street corner, under a pile of wreckage. I would never have located it, but for the fact the
paper was still moving inward.
(Although both the original English sense of regret or self-justification apply to this document and its
repeated refrain of “apology”) I have titled this document “defense” not merely to refer to these lexes.
Rather, I have doubly chosen to denote this document as “defense” because of what I identify to be the
apologeisthai of the telling—which is to say the desire to create a story. Where this spirit failed in life, he
has come back to succeed in death through what is at the least an attempt at coherency, creation, form.
I have named him Garamond after his typeface.

ParaSonic Dication 1
i

(Appeared July 27. 14 days after paper production ceased .)

Dread feeling the smell is coming from my car, dread
ii
Feeling the car I just hit started with a K , gasoline blunt machine
Another year dropping through me clean, were you also the only one
Who couldn’t wake your love the summer she kept having the dream, they
Called it a dream? Public transit advised drivers do not wait burn or hold time at
iii
This point . What is worst about all this is how far under the worst of what I would tell you still is. Apolo
Apology. Apology. Distance: every horse is a child’s horse,
Every memory is many, pleated. Giddy. Bodies beckon barn-ward, bodies
Aren’t not what you think, do you think the drummer kept halving the scream, do
You call it a scream? I couldn’t here. Advice: Check the whether in space. Moderate pace, of internal fun
iv
Fluids, mileage…reverb the edges of…..their our more catastrophic……rue rosemary rose
Can you make sense, can you still, locate figurine halt obscene
In fenced fields of green?
v

Am I still they’re ?
(End of dictation 1.)
Parasonic Dictation 2
(Dictated July 28. 15 days after paper production ceased.)

Can I call you my d e a r y e t I r e c a l l i s s u e s o f d e c o r u m d r ow n m o s t e n d e avo r s b e f o r e e ve n b e g
Time I did not dance well at all although women, women
Would ask and although ball change, small change
I felt that work the strange province of exact range and I
vi
In ever y year I was alive , an ever ywhere, a tall man, foresee simply: n o I c a n’t m y d e a r, b e c a u s
vii
Put the diviner’s X already in hand . Clearly. I
Cant. I cant. I cant. I cant. I cant. You won’t
Be able to here. Hymn: how loud is your yellow? Can you be
Leave yourself yet? Tell…tell me….if you have a darker
Wet? Dear. Dear. Dear. Yo u c a l l e d m e, yo u c a l l e d m e, w h a t yo u c a l l e d m e f o r q u a ke s t h e b a r n
viii
&1, &2, &3 . Dear. I cant. But not yet.
(End of Parasonic Dictation 2.)
Parasonic Dictation 3

(Dictated July 31. 18 days after paper production ceased.)

Recall: many women loved the color blue which did not enchant
T he g round, many women were the same, loved a hothouse bouquet, loved looking down, down
Here all day. Here I am. Love first, I forg ot your name, next
I forgot your line, finally I forgot your you. Your tap, your very tango—are you happy, medium? HauntHere by this small call. I mist recall world’s best words: lovely darling honey dear…
ix
That last…last….last….must be…..clear. Delta. Echo. Alpha. Romeo .
(Parasonic Dictation falls silent for an estimated 7 minutes.)
x

xi

xii

O hell, another marriage murdered. Another mouth always opened , another boom , another 1 xiii
Another boy, down with the moon . Was this
What you mint was what my love was not able not
To say the summer, the summer every message she sent was from neath the door, every
xiv
Wreath she wore was an electric coronet from an unreliable hardware store , every evening another evening
xv
Clean my collar. Rope. Bottle. Bullet . In life I did not love my wife. In life
I was a liar. I alkalized my own soul’s soil so
xvi
Spray of my aura would bloom, always blue . I was loved. By you.
And you. And you. True: I re: collect when left in any drawer any rosary will not over
xvii
Time . When kneeling for prayer use
Your own knees.
xviii
Was this what you mint? Currency of this world will be all calls unanswered, answered and us with no alpha
(End of Parasonic Dictation 3.)
Parasonic Dictation 4
(Dictated August 1. 19 days after paper production ceased.)		
·————

xix

1 stunning slant in pavement and what would not have happened in war
Will happen on a civil afternoon, there was, no stopping, it was 2
Soon. 2 times I nearly died and did, halve a vow with no witness except sky, hollow. In each
xx
Instance witness the litmus red-no thing-blue , now eternal altitude sickness. Hollow. How does meet in fore
xxi
··————
In every couple I
xxii
Observe, observe a stunning not she and me until one afternoon in Sacré-Cœur I observe
½ a stunning we. 2 times I nearly died and this was not won. In war, I was a 1
xxiii
Of several in advanced guard . In such a situation who knows who
Abandoned who. I cant: I can tell you all
About how to get to end.

I am,
All ways,
Amazed
By how
Much more
I had
To live,
To be
Just a
Little,
With out
Her. I
Am still
Surprised
By how
Much still
Still will
Not stop.
xxiv
Stop .
(End of Parasonic Dictation 4.)
Parasonic Dictation 5
(Dictated August 8. 27 days after paper production ceased.)

Now.
No wring on the water where fish fin vanished, no
xxv
Need for Newton , symphony and timpani each only a faint sing split
Mid-throat by syncope, imagine your earth abloom a la perfume only in arrested instant of
Ocean spray country hay exempt gravity’s costume. Boom. No, certainly
There will be no amnesty
xxvi
Granted a galaxy who cut themselves from the fabric of space , and then misplaced
The fabric, no amnesty granted a galaxy who does
xxvii
Not even practice falconr y . Oh, I know, you believed I was the Apollo and I only a man notorious
Apolo-apology. Apology. I am only a man
xxviii
In apogee . Just as if that afternoon she no longer knew me and I already was as a ghost, just
Like branch breaks from tree and is exiled
From ecstasy of existence, except
Now
xxix
No thing is like any other thing. Say: Sacred Blue ,
Only sky will hear.

xxx

(Parasonic Dictaphone falls silent for a short yet unaccounted for interim of silence .)
Trust
You are simply symmetry split, repeated, gone
Unechoed.
(End of Parasonic Dictation 5.)
Parasonic Dictation 6
(Dictated August 25. 44 days after paper production ceased.)
xxxi

In other idioms it is understood blue is not 1, but, 2 . See: sky, sea,
Light, dark. Not one, but we. I do believe the very first of many signs you will not note
xxxii
xxxiii
Will be a disappearance of cobalt glass from Basilique Saint-Denis and from there
xxxiv
As if by rote a dearth, a death: Lazuli less Lapis leads to marine un ultra-ed to not nothing, not
At all, for, finally, I cant: you can’t not recall: navy teal cerulean azerine indigotine
xxxv
Azurite blueling . I do believe you do not entirely know their names and so their recipes you can
Not cite, cannot write. And so with one note off the seven spectrum dies
xxxvi
The shortest wave one can see color through and that that color is the color of blue , there dries
xxxvii
xxxviii
The waves , there is a flower called the Myosotis -excuse me, I too growRestless-I mention blue only by way of an old war
Story. If ever one horse was a cavalry or one man an army, once, this was me, a man who recorded, recalled
Sent back, what he did see. Once, what first word I sent back I saw
Suffered stunning electrocution in each synapse of dictation, once my wave’s length reached
Its shore, rebounded, and recurrented to me, its mission was in elegy. My failure was
xxxix
Failure of chronology . My tragedy is currently one of eschatology. My only defense, defense of
Etymology. Blao, blwe, bleu, blue. Shine, bleach, blank, black, no thing, blue.
This is the history of color coming through. What now is true once meant darkness, came
From emptyness, came from whiteness, came from glow, ember, fire, God. Forgive
Me if I misspoke, so did many, who could not burn the tongue
To utter:
xl
Sacre Dieu .
(End of Parasonic Dictation 6.)
Parasonic Dictation 7
(Dictated September 22. 72 days after paper production ceased.)

An interminable length since last contact. I fear I fall to echo—I recall
xli
Smoke, eyeslash, grit, neon, cedar—oh, in the end I have learned reverse . Recall. Redial. Ring. Ring. Ri
xlii
In fact I can control this device better than I controlled my life , recall
That gasoline blunt machine smothered gear stopping threw me clean, clean
With an unmothered scream, into
An unlife. I indeed apologize for many recollections of a woman
Remembered in stone only as a second wife. Many words
Have come from my lips. I apologize
xliii
For those which smelled or sounded like apocalypse . I did believe I could only walk away
From that crash once but I find that the walk away in fact is all I will ever do ever again. I
Am aware I grow dim. I know my shadow shows where all
Shadows show,
Nowhere. I believe I’ve nothing knew, I believe I’ll go. I see, for now
I’ve no thing new view to sight to you—
Can you believe how I believed in you and you and you, I did believe
You also were the one, the ones who—
I did believe you could bring me through the bleu, I did. I did believe
You could bring me
xliv
Back. Redact . Are you still hear? Ar…Yu...Still….o, I die, I divine, it appears it is time for you, you’re her
Bienvenue

xlv

i

July 27th. 14 days after paper production ceased.
Paper production halted on July 14th, the day reserved for the celebration of the storming of the
Bastille prison fortress in 1789. This day is referred to as Le Fete National or simply, “Le quatorze
juillet” in France and “Bastille Day” in America. Prior to its downfall, the Bastille housed prisoners who possessed written documents which disgruntled the royal government. The overthrow of
the Bastille commemorates the forging of a modern nation in a modern time in which all thoughts
may be both spoken and documented at will; the day the Bastille was overthrown is considered
by some scholars to be the birth of modernity (modernity being the ability to prove one lives in
the present moment through documented facts).
ii

Dread feeling the smell is coming from my car, dread/ Feeling the car I just hit started with a K
The only automobile this can possibly refer to is the first supercharged Mercedes, created in 1921
by a Daimler-Benz team with aid from Ferdinand Porsche. “K” for Kompressor (the German for
supercharger) is the symbol found on Mercedes-Benz marques. It is highly likely that the spirit
Garamond expired in an automobile collision with a Kompressor, a car which went very fast and
stopped very abruptly. At this point in the dictation, I do not believe the spirit Garamond has
moved beyond the point of his death, or rather, has left his life, which went very fast and stopped
very abruptly. You will need to forgive me for the duration of these notes—I have not spoken to
anyone for a very long time.
iii

Public transit advised drivers do not wait burn or hold time at / This point
In overcrowded cities with glutted infrastructures, signs with these words were placed at bus
stops by the Public Transit Authorities to encourage bus drivers to continue driving even if their
bus was nearly empty. The flow of traffic, not the flow of feet, dominated the streets. These
were not permanent signs. This utterance appears here because often bottlenecks, traffic jams
and other disorders of the populace resulted in collisions. I suspect the spirit Garamond expired
because a driver was “holding time.”

iv

Rue rosemary rose
The first two blossoms mentioned are a clear reference to Ophelia’s “garland speech” in Act 4,
Scene 5 of Hamlet by William Shakespeare (1564-1616):
OPHELIA: There’s rosemary, that’s for remembrance—pray you, love, remember. And there is
pansies, that’s for thoughts.
LAERTES: A document in madness: thoughts and remembrance fitted.
OPHELIA: There’s fennel for you, and columbines. There’s rue for you. And here’s some for me.
We may call it herb of grace a Sundays. You must wear your herb with a difference. There’s a
daisy. I would give you some violets, but they withered all when my father died. They say a made
a good end.
Rosemary was a common symbol of memorial. Rue was an herb used commonly in aid of the
abortion of unwanted fetus’. It had a bitter smell and taste; the reference to the plant in Hamlet
works doubly as noun and verb by which Ophelia exhorts herself and the Queen in actuality and
emotion. The spirit Garamond perhaps sites this passage in order to foreshadow his own coming

desire for proper memorium and his own bitterness at his listener’s inadequacy. This is,
of course, complicated by the next blossom mentioned, “rose,” which does not appear in
Ophelia’s speech. I conjecture here that Garamond does not intend a blossom at all, but,
as in many other portions of the dictation, is making an uncontrolled utterance more akin
to the word: “rise.”
…Another theory contends that the plants covering the spirit Garamond’s casket
were rue, rosemary, and roses. This theory is probably far more valid, as these were commonly used grave coronet in the region of France in which Garamond’s grave is likely to
exist.
v

Am I still they’re?
It is difficult to determine if this is merely a phonetic mistake on the behalf of the Parasonic Dictaphone or if it is one of the first instances in which the spirit Garamond attempts
to actually control the words of the Dictaphone, abbreviating sentences but also creating
confusing and often cryptic puns. In this case, the question: “Am I still they’re?” could be
read to mean, “Am I still amongst they are (the living beings) on earth?” This utterance
would then become the first point at which Garamond recognizes his own death and,
amazingly, simultaneously recognizes his only vocality to be the medium of the Parasonic
Dictaphone.

vi

I/ In every year I was alive
This is the first point at which the Spirit Garamond admits he is aware he is indeed no longer living. A definite shift has occurred between this dictation and first, which occurred
two weeks prior. While there is clear resistance to the demand of the Parasonic Dictaphone (Cant the End) displayed in this dictation as well as resistance to acceptance of the
spirit state, what is more interesting to me is Garamond’s seemingly confused perception
of his audience. In waves, he seems to be speaking to the lover mentioned in Dictation 1,
but he also seems quite aware he has been called upon to discuss End Times. This dichotomy reverberates throughout all seven Parasonic Dictations, as though Garamond cannot
tell the difference between apocalypse and his lost wife. I sincerely hope future readers (if
there are any) will recognize this conflation of the personal and global gives rise to serious
concerns regarding the validity of these dictations and their impact on our own survival.

vii

an everywhere, a tall man, foresee simply: no I can’t my dear, becaus-/ Put the diviner’s
X already in hand
A “diviner’s X” surely refers to a diving rod, a device also known as a dowsing rod,
which was used since the early 15th century to locate objects underground. The rod was
Y-shaped and usually made from Witch Hazel. Diviners most frequently sought out water,
but also gold, graves or fault lines. The diviner, a person often said to be endowed with

magical or Satanic powers, walked with the pronged end of the rod extended in front of
their torso and waited for a vibration to indicated the object of their inquiry had been located. When water was underfoot, an adept diviner would feel the imperceptible vibration
of the ground move through his body and become visible in the sensitive twigs of Witch Hazel branch. Graves and gold could not be located by divination; in 1986, sixteen Norwegian
soldiers buried in an Avalanche expired while their search party attempted to use divination
as a search method.
The spirit Garamond seems to be indicating here that while he can foresee the future
of mankind very easily due his position as one who already has the equipment for divination in his possession, he refuses to prognosticate at the present moment.
viii

&1, &2, &3
To the best of my memory, this was the physical maneuver required in the dance step known
as a “ball change”. It was the least complicated of dance steps, generally used to transition
into other, more complicated movement. Also, a way of keeping body time. I suppose it is
notable that the spirit Garamond’s first attempt to keep any sort of time in these dictations
is another collapse into what seems to be a romantic memory.
(See appendix 2.)

ix

That last…last….last….must be…..clear. Delta. Echo. Alpha. Romeo

In an effort to make himself clear through the limitation presented by the Dictaphone, Garamond spells out the word “dear” using the International Radio Telephony Spelling Alphabet. As he reveals later in the dictations, Garamond underwent military training in life, so it
is not surprising he reverts to this method of Parasonic Dictation to send his message. The
International Radio Telephony Spelling Alphabet assigned words to letters of the alphabet
so that critical combinations of letters could be understood regardless of language or static.
These words were chosen specifically for their phonetic clarity.
(See appendix 2.)
x

Another mouth always opened.
The mouth of a river was referred to as a “delta” and remained “always opened”.
xi

Another boom.
The second reverberation of an “echo”.
xii

Another 1.
“Alpha” is the Greek numeral for one. Its symbol is thus: . In English, the language of this
dictation, “alpha” is synonymous with beginning; “Another beginning.”

xiii

Another boy, down with the moon.
“Romeo” in Act 2, Scene 2 of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare:
It is the east, and Juliet is the sun.
Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon,
Who is already sick and pale with grief,
That thou, her maid, art far more fair than she.
Just as Juliet “kill[s] the envious moon” in this soliloquy, so does she symbolically kill the
“boy” who is “sick and pale with grief.” I take this “boy” to be Garamond himself.
xiv

every/ Wreath she wore was an electric coronet from an unreliable hardware store
I take this line to be a cryptic euphemism to a psychiatric treatment called Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) in which electrodes ( the “wreath”) are situated on a patient’s
temples and electronic waves (“electric coronet”) are sent to the patient’s brain, thereby
inducing therapeutic clonic seizure. ECT was controversial (hence Garamond’s comment
regarding “an unreliable hardware store”) for several reasons. It produced retrograde
amnesia, antereograde memory loss, and perhaps most alarmingly, its mode of efficacy
was unknown. Some theories claim it caused euphoria similar to that experienced after
severe brain trauma while others claimed it “rewired” neurotransmitters. Studies performed on animals, however, show vast evidence that ECT functioned by pruning the
areas of the brain which controlled mood and memory. In essence, ECT removed wires
from the brain and forced it to find new pathways, thus the memory loss that many patients complained of was a necessary, if not vital, part of the therapeutic process.
xv

Rope. Bottle. Bullet.
Clearly, these are methods of suicide. Endnote xiv seems to support a case that the
spirit Garamond’s wife was in the last stages of treatment for a serious depression; ergo
it stands to reason these methods of suicide pertain to her. However, I have also considered that Garamond attempted to murder his wife. In either case, these are increasingly
expensive methods of death and increasingly effective methods of suicide.
Although it is not my project in these notes to explain the motivations of the spirit beyond what I feel illuminates a memory of the world before—our Unnamed Event—I seem
susceptible to that impulse and so a word on Garamond’s “strikeouts.” I suspect he was
a Catholic (see notes xvii and xxiii) and his simple faith that removing these unintended
confessions from the record would also remove them from some cosmic record book is
my only “hunch.” I think he was concerned his wife’s suicide attempts would remove her
from purgatory and place her in hell. What I am saying is, Garamond, wherever he was,

seemed to believe he had a more Divine reader than the Military operation who installed
the Parasonic Dictaphones.
xvi

In life/ I was a liar. I alkalized my own soul’s soil so/ Spray of my aura would bloom, always blue
Many flowers can be encouraged to bloom blue if their soil is rendered especially acidic
(a pH below 6 is considered strongly acid soil). Garamond’s science is incorrect in this instance—adding alkaline to soil would actually turn his “aura” pink. This is perhaps beside
the point, which relates to his earlier utterance concerning Ophelia’s sincerity (see endnote iv); somewhat as Ophelia insincerely gives the Queen rue, Garamond gives those dear
to him manufactured and unnatural emotion.

xvii

True: I re: collect when left in any drawer any rosary will not over/ Time.
Worth noting, this may or may not be a reference to Rainer Maria Rilke. I suppose it is interesting that Rilke was a married man who had many affairs, and that this particular passage: “Therein lies the enormous aid the work of art brings to the life of the one who must
make it—that it is his epitome; the knot in the rosary at which his life recites a prayer.” was
written by Rilke in a letter to his wife while he was busy conducting an affair. Its placement
in the dictation is, of course, telling.
xviii

Us with no alpha.
See endnote xii.

xix

·————
In what I can only perceive to be another panicked effort at clarity, the spirit Garamond
reverts to Morse code for the numeral one. Although he often repeats himself through his
dictations, this is the only point detected in which he does so in three different tongues
to express the numeral one: first in ancient Greek, next in military code, and finally in his
native language. He indeed seems desperate to make his next point heard.
(See appendix 2.)

xx

In each/ Instance witness the litmus red-no thing-blue
One stripe each of blue, white and red (respectively) comprised the French flag. But also,
the levels represented on the strip of an actual litmus test. A litmus test would be used to
determine levels of acidity. The conversational phrase “litmus test” was used to indicate
a critical decision which would indicate success or failure based on one single decision or
factor.
xxi

··—————

Morse code for the numeral two. Perhaps I did not explain Morse code thoroughly enough
in endnote xix. Morse code was a technique used to transmit text through a series of lights,
clicks, or tones which sent a succession of dots and dashes that represented the letters of
the English alphabet or Arabic numerals. For your future consideration, the international
code for “SOS” (a combination of letters which is not an acronym, but all the same came to
mean Save Our Ship, Save Our Souls, or Send Out Succor) is · · · — — — · · ·. This distress
signal is internationally recognized. Morse code can be improvised out of many means, as
Garamond proves.
xxii

In every couple I/ Observe, observe a stunning not she and me until one afternoon in
Sacré-Cœur
The Basilique du Sacré-Cœur (Basilica of the Sacred Heart of Paris) still stands, albeit without its windows. It is a Roman Catholic church located at the highest point of Paris, France
dedicated to the sacred heart of Jesus Christ. The Sacré-Cœur is remarkable for its silence;
perpetual adoration has been observed in the church since 1885, and even tourists are
asked to respect the rituals when visiting the landmark. It is perhaps for this reason that
Garamond makes no utterance when he sees his estranged wife in the Sacré-Cœur. The
church additionally stands in remembrance of fallen Revolutionary War soldiers.
xxiii

In war, I was a 1/ Of several in advanced guard.
The “advanced guard” took the lead in military formations for several purposes: to protect,
inform and clear debris in order to accelerate expeditions. The French term avant-guard
came to be used in English as an adjective or noun for those aesthetically beyond the
populace.

xxiv

Stop.
The final word “Stop.” used to end Dictation 4 seems to be a continuation of the cablese
the spirit Garamond converts to by the end of the dictation. This makes sense, as he begins in Morse code and ends in another style of telecommunication. Cablese was a style of
condensed writing used to save space on a telegram (the first short messages sent by wire)
which utilized the word “STOP” to indicate an end stop. I myself am at a loss as to why Garamond transfers his normally effusive style to the clarity of cablese at this one point, yet
also chooses to take up more paper here than at other sections of the dictations.
xxv

No wring on the water where fish fin vanished, no/ Need for Newton
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1726) was a philosopher, scientist, astronomer and alchemist. His
alchemic researches lead him to various investigations of the Bible, the Apocrypha in particular, which further developed into eschatological, or apocalyptic, theory. Newton made
a mathematical prediction based on chronological interpretation of scripture that the
world would end around 2060. Garamond seems to be suggesting that there is no longer

any “Need for Newton” since the world has ended (as we know it to be) before his prediction
has come to fruition. Much of Newton’s research regarding these speculations was lost in a
laboratory fire. Newton himself died an alchemist’s death.
Newton was also considered important for his contributions to the natural and mathematic
sciences, such as his foundational work regarding universal gravitational theory, the three
laws of motion and the development of a theory of color which explains the visible spectrum.
(For the posterity of these endnotes, it seems worth noting that while the world did not end
according to Newton’s predictions, the planets in the sky and the objects on our earth did
used to be ruled by the same gravitational laws. Now that the air and the light themselves
have slowed, I don’t know. As you must be aware, there is not enough pull in the air for an
object dragged through water to leave a wake.)
xxvi

No, certainly/ There will be no amnesty/ Granted a galaxy who cut themselves from the
fabric of space
In 1905, Albert Einstein (1879-1955) suggested that the three dimensions of space and the
single dimension of time could be combined into four dimensions in order to form a structure
which would be bent by the manifestation of another body, such as the earth. This bending is
the explanation for gravity. While many others had accepted the concept of space-time prior
to Einstein, few had taken its implications to such extremes. Einstein felt that the melding of
the dimensions did away with traditional concepts of chronological time completely, in effect
creating a moment of complete oneness. Upon the death of close friend, Einstein’s consolations to the family were simply to regard the journey to the next world as one of little consequence “...for us physicists believe the separation between past, present, and future is only
an illusion, although a convincing one.”
xxvii

No amnesty granted a galaxy who does/ not even practice falconry.
Falconry was the practice of domesticating and training wild birds of prey to hunt small animals. Very occasionally, falcons were trained by the military to deliver messages. Far more
commonly the homing pigeon was used as a messenger bird due to its natural ability to orient itself. The French military kept a very large stock of homing pigeons for this use up until
the First World War to be used in the event that always unreliable electronic communications
failed. Falcons were generally employed for their vigor should homing pigeons be intercepted
by the enemy. By the Second World Word, in which Garamond all signs indicate Garamond
fought and failed in his transmissions, Pigeon Post was entirely out of favor.

xxviii

In apogee.
Apogee is the point when a planet or object is farthest from earth itself: when the moon enters apogee, it is at that point in which its reflection off the sun becomes most difficult for us
here on earth to encounter.

One must ask themselves, at this point, where, or what, is Garamond?
(See appendix 1.)
xxix

Say: Sacred Blue
This is the English translation of the French phrase “sacrebleu.” This phrase was coined
in the late Middle Ages and is intended to express shock or indignation. The phrase either derives from the “sacred blue” of the Virgin Mary’s robes or, more likely, it is quite
literally a minced oath against God in which the phonically similar word “bleu” replaces
the more offence word “Dieu” (God). Garamond seems to be implying that a minced oath
will result in minced offerings. Ironically, it is unlikely the sky will hear either, as it is no
longer blue.

xxx

A short yet unaccounted for interim of silence
At this point, one must ask who is controlling the Dictaphone. I will confess it took me
many readings to even become wary of this particular rupture in the logic of the dictations. However, it is unaccountable. One must either accept that the operation that installed the Parasonic Dictaphones also installed a device which kept real time that would
inform recipients of its messages, how long they took to transmit, and how much time
passed in between each transmission—or find another alternative. The space between
utterances as recorded by the electronic medium was a fact I took on good faith, a fact
I took for granted. However, there is little explanation as to why the device itself would
cease to keep time here. It seems possible Garamond is in a state of turmoil or reflection at the point the dictation pauses; it seems as though the explanation is that it is
Garamond himself who controls every mechanical engraving etched on the page, even
the uttered silences supposed to be in the voice of the institution of the medium. If this
is the case, the typographical errors which would be assumed to be caused by phonetic
dictation are utterly baffling and every date in the dictations is in doubt except the last.
In regards to that date at least, to the best of my ability to count the days, I believe the
date of the final transmission (which I was present for) was September 22nd; the first day
of autumn.
Another explanation is that this is the point in time when the Dictaphones were disabled.

xxxi

In other idioms it is understood blue is not 1, but, 2
In most languages, the color blue can be referred to as simply “blue” in many different
shade variants. In a few idioms, such as Russian, there are multiple words for differing
shades on the spectrum and no one word for blue alone.

xxxii

I do believe the very first of many signs you will not note/ Will be a disappearance of
cobalt glass
This is partially true. In the 28 days that elapse between Dictation 6 and 7, panes of blue
glass began to disappear from church windows. I cannot confirm where the glass first disappeared from, or if the glass that disappeared first was the shade referred to as “cobalt”.
Garamond is incorrect in his assumption that this disappearance would go unnoticed;
while I admit I did not notice it in the brief window between the Event and my discovery
of the final dictation, in the interim of then and whatever today is, I have scoured the
city for evidence that someone did and found a printed blog entry on the subject in the
teacher’s lounge of an elementary school.
Blogs were information published to the Internet in a style more organizationally similar
to a diary than a newspaper; interestingly, blogs were presented in reverse chronological
order.
The entry I discovered was from a blog with an anonymous author titled: SignOut. It
featured photos of the missing panes of glass from the church and the caption: “More
stained glass stolen from Catholic churches.”
The Internet was a world-wide network of interconnected computers (electronic devices
which were capable of sending images, messages, sounds, video, nearly every sensory
input). By the point that we reached the Unnamed Event, most information had ceased to
be stored on “hard” (which is to say paper) documents and instead was stored in a variety
of internet archives. Many internet archives were funded by sources which predated the
existences of the internet, although the most popular encyclopedic source of information
was called “Wikipedia” (a free, user-edited website). Even books themselves had mostly
ceased to exist on paper and were instead stored in small rectangular electronic devices
which only displayed one page at a time; this made it very difficult to determine the end
point of a document, although most readers seemed unconcerned with endpoints and the
popularity of these devices was overwhelming. Although books still existed in hardcopy,
the website “Wikipedia” and “blogs” were never printed out to hardcopy, rendering their
information virtually non-existent today. The Library of Congress did begin to catalogue
social networking websites (websites in which users posted their thoughts or links to
news or entertainment media) prior to the Unnamed Event. As you can imagine, this has
made my research profoundly difficult.
xxxiii

From Basilique Saint-Denis
The Cathédrale royale de Saint-Denis was a Catholic church most reknown for its function as the burial site for many of the Kings and several of the Queens of France. In the

12th century, portions of the church were drastically rebuilt in accordance with a mixture
of influences which resulted in the architectural style known as Gothic. This style served as
a model for churches to follow throughout France and England; its hallmark towers, buttresses, ornate crenellations and opulent stained glass were combined in an effort to create
a space redolent of the City of God itself. The Cathédrale royale de Saint-Denis held a stunning collection of stained glass intended to allow the light to shine as do the streets in the
Book of Ezekiel: “pure gold, like clear glass…brilliance like a very costly stone, as a stone of
crystal-clear jasper.”
(See appendix 1.)
xxxiv

Lazuli less Lapis leads to marine un ultra-ed
These are genuine shades of blue mined from natural sources. Garamond indicates they were
the first to disappear; I cannot confirm.
Lapis Lazuli is the shade most commonly used to adorn the robes of the Virgin Mary in Catholic reliquary. I can confirm these statues now stand as albino.

xxxv

navy teal cerulean azerine indigotine/ Azurite blueling
These are synthetic blues which require strictly adhered to formulas and a genuine technique
to replicate. Blue being a color which rarely occurs in nature, most experiences of its optical sensation were sham. Once these notes are completed, I intend to begin searching these
recipes. I am not hopeful; for the last week I have been unsuccessful in attempts to locate a
method of cookery to prepare either dandelion root or pig’s hoof.

xxxvi

And so with one note off the seven spectrum dies/ The shortest wave one can see color
through and that that color is the color of blue
Blue is the color with the shortest wavelength on the spectrum (450-4495 nanometers).

xxxvii

There dries the waves
Yes, this is truly the case—as you by now know, or, long ago knew. Although my memory of
the world before the erasure seems to be in nearly perfect recall (to my untested knowledge), I daily develop difficulties of tense. The waves ceased to pulse; the ocean lies flat and
dead and with no reflection of blue sky to mirror off, it is a black, echoless void. It happened
in three days. By that point on the timeline, there were no messengers to report the reasons
if there were any science stations left to discover them. The televisions weren’t even set to
static—the sun and moon rapidly traded the sky for those three days—some of my own story
seems necessary here: in the interim I tried to make my way to a port of transit and found

them all abandoned and so I started toward the ocean where I saw the enormous waves
far off the coast. I had seen this once before, prior to a hurricane off-coast of Northern
Carolina in the United States. But the wave lengths grew larger, longer, as if the sky were
pulling them up to the clouds. I considered moving inland but knew that if the waves were
to sweep in I would have no chance of survival either way. The waves never moved in. The
ocean flattened and now they air barely moves. I sometimes wonder what I am breathing—what we are breathing. I sat on the shore for—I held a shell to my ear until the sound
of my own veins rebounding within the chamber reminded me of the clock the sea once
was, as one does as a child. My body’s clock revived me; I sought out the Parasonic Dictaphone. The feel of my pulse alone has kept me sane many of these days without a sunrise.
xxxviii

there is a flower called the Myosotis
A flowering plant with blue petals more commonly referred to by the name “Forget-MeNot”, a phrase borrowed from the French: ne m’oubliez pas. I seem to recall a long American poem which mentioned this flower by the Latin name as well, although all that comes
to mind is a Wallace Steven’s poem titled “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower.”
xxxix

My failure was/ Failure of chronology

As mentioned previously, the spirit Garamond was a soldier for the advanced guard (see
endnote xxiv). Throughout these dictations, I feel the overriding sense of remorse which
often hinders a far more useful message concerning our Unnamed Event is attributable to
an experience Garamond cannot bring himself to utter. I expect this experience concerns
an explanation of his service in the advanced guard which cannot be uttered until this
point in the dictation. A brief explanation of what I believe occurred during Garamond’s
service will perhaps clarify some of his statements. It seems that while sending transmission through an unclear network, Garamond sent word to the front that then sent word
back to him to carry out an order. By the time word reached Garamond, it was too late to
avert disaster and he has held himself responsible for the death of his regiment, beyond
even his own death. This failure of utterance due to unclear, undocumented, or faulty
networks seems to be a recurring and unsalvageable difficulty throughout Garamond’s
life which he feels can only be mended by setting facts and occurrences down coherently,
clearly, and “chronologically.” Certainly, this is echoed in the dissolution of Garamond’s
marriage, the event which appears to be the profane core of his traumatic actualization,
as witnessed in his inability to complete the loop of communication in which he encounters his wife with another man in the Sacré-Cœur , thereby fating himself to repeat the
event even in death. I have started to wonder what would have happened if Garamond had

called his estranged “dear’s” name that day; I wonder if he would be here today, explaining this to me—or there then, explaining that to me. Of course I don’t know when now is.
Regardless of how it happened and why, it did, and I can say I recall that in life there were
sometimes guides who did act as escort through unfamiliar territories, people who had
been where you may need to go and had documented their sensations and memories, or
perhaps simply someone who could urge you to go where you did not believe you could go.
These were important figures in mythology and literature—in my own field we called them
“psychopomps,” which is to say a guide through the underworld. For Dante this figure was
Virgil, for Garamond I believe it was his estranged wife.
I have come to insist the body is so like a machine; how stubbornly it functions on its own
closed circuit when supported by the simplest maintenance, how difficult to shut down
absent of outside interference. I believe we are almost nothing but a junk of neurons firing
missives with no aim but our own survival. Evidence: Garamond, whose neurons routed in
the direction of the one with information to reroute him for survival and then misfired due
to a war accident of awful outside interference. I have lost sight within my own scope—
what I intended to explain was had Garamond been a whole man who had been able to
call out his estranged wife’s name that day, I believe he would not have needed guide us
through the Dictaphone—how does Garamond survive without a body clock, I wonder?
My body’s clocks have halted, as happens in famine. For some time I could not sleep for
hunger; the metronome of my heart grew louder in my ears as I starved and I could not rest
and so I looked for food. But a few days ago that stopped, and now I don’t feel anything.
The hunger has gone to nowhere just like it came and with nothing driving in between
the meals I have no way to space the hours. Did I write the endnote on space-time yet?
Yes, see endnote xxvi. I have no way to space here from there but the hair I can see has
greyed; when my mother was dying the nurse told her to stop looking in the mirror, to look
at photographs instead, looking in the mirror was only death before death and that was
true, my mother looked like death. In the end people took the mirrors out of the houses
and placed them in the streets, the parks anywhere open to reflect the sky and echo the
blue and of course they are still there. It is impossible to travel and not ricochet my own
graven image. It is impossible; when my daughter was born she looked something like me
but not like my mother; I looked something like my mother in those photos. Of course no
one apologized for my daughter’s appearance, it was just another roll in the sequence as
becomes all vows. One must keep one’s sacred vows.

xl

To utter: Sacre Dieu
An oath which occurred over time in many revelations:
corbleu,
jarnidieu,
morbleu,
			
mordieu,
palsambleu,
tudieu

} all of which convey mort [de] Dieu (God’s death)

corps [de] Dieu,
} which convey the Holy body after death
par le sang [de] Dieu
je renie Dieu,
} which convey the denial by murder of God
tue Dieu
This oath, as is demonstrated etymologically, eventually came to mean: “To murder God.”
This oath was of so profane a nature most chose not to utter it, instead opting to use the
less offense phrase “sacrebleu”; see endnote xxix.
(See appendix 2.)
xli

I fear I fall to echo—I recall/ Smoke, eyeslash, grit, neon, cedar—oh, in the end I have
learned reverse
A reverse to Dictation 1, perhaps. Garamond is losing his mind, talking in his singsong cant
again. Alternative: if he had reversed the car he would not have died. Surely, his last sensations were the smoke from the car, the flutter of his own eyelash, the grit of the road, (neon
is more mysterious but who knows what the afterlife smells like although perhaps he only
means gasoline once again), and cedar is the smell of a coffin.
xlii In fact I can control this device better than I controlled my life
The word “device” seems to reference the ParaSonic Dictaphone itself, which by this point
in the dictations, Garamond has managed to control without errors of what I can only con-

ceive to be puns of parapraxis.
xliii

I apologize/ For those which smelled or sounded like apocalypse
An apocalypse, in its truest sense, is not the wave in which the universe as we knew it ends;
rather, by its most Biblical definition, an apocalypse is the revelation of information previously unknown. At some point we as humankind took this term to imply a revelation of certain doom, but it indeed only implies a revelation of something; indeed, a cant. Garamond’s
apology implies he perhaps has no revelatory statement. In Dictation 6 he rather directs
his reader to “the tragedy of eschatology.” Eschatology was a mere branch in the study of
futurology which involved itself with last words; it seems Garamond concerns himself not
with looking outward, forward in prognostication but with looking inward in articulation. It
seems Garamond’s tragedy is to once again fail in the utterance of last words—to answer
incorrect questions—questions not even asked.
(See appendix 1.)

xliv

Redact
What happens here? This tries to disappear and in its reaction is instead an ultra-manifestation. Last night I found a rope and the rope broke. Two days ago I walked into the ocean
and only walked on it.

xlv

Bienvenue
The final word of the dictations is the one and only italicized word in the entire document. It
is also the only French word not Anglicized. Bienvenue is from the Old French and is a term
of welcome meaning literally (“well”) (“come”/”coming”)—whatever has come—it was not
me it came to and it was not I came to it. I am still here.
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